
To Quin Shee from Harold Velsberg re JFK records, PA appeals 5/ 28/ 719 
Doyle, Martin, Wosuery, L-TV film; Mary Moorman pictures 
Uswald assouiates — "“Miird Man" 
iy FOLA requests — reco: of not provided; appeals not acted on : 
Warren Comuosiion testimony and other records, FBI cowmentaries, analyses weitimeld 

  

       

   
     

      

   
    

    

In prior appeals I have appealed continued withholdings of copies offfthe captioned 

* « aiotemerarhs and records relating ter to them and the photographerse To now sinc rae 

a pened to provide copies of any of the photpgraphs and began by refusing to ake “the 

annotate it requires for any examination of any copies in its public reading sone 

Subsequently Touade for you copies of 105-82555 Serials 5655~9 inclusive. They. ~ 

arefattached. 1 hereto. At titis point in the files it appears that. the request and. ee 

‘ form are not attached although I believe they have heen dis closed No response: iis -abtachea 
+ 

‘Sek this point either. 

    

   
Reference to these requests as being of 12/15/70 is not accurate. Almost three years 

ago I prepared a list of my ignored requests for use in C.A.75=1996, when I testified tO 

them (without rebuttal) and gave a copy to the Department. A year of more ago = ‘provided a. 

ee to your office when 1 was told the FBI could not provide coples of my FOLA/PA requestss 

   

‘Te first listing for 196° follows: 

"January 1, I"BE photes, reports filed, not piven to Warren Commission, taken ae 
by Moorman, Powel, Loyle and Martin. Number: of repetitions of this requents They ine 
clude WOSU and WWL nuws film. No compliance." 

  

Although the attached rceords make no reference to the Moorman picturds and the FB 

and Secret service went through elaborate tituals of returning them to her and then, 

tt Bching them again for the Commission, the actuality is that the Dallas office made and. 

kept copies and kept the fuet secret. (I have had no conpliance with this request) 

. .&s the incomplete list of requests states, to then there had been no compliance with oh i 

    

_the matters referred to in the attached recordse Thero six e has been no Sa Anon 

It is faithful to my experiences with the FBI and my reading of many reeends for FBIEQ: 

- a * Kis epee: to have represented !0IA requests as "allegations." (5655). 

  

It is faithful to the FBI's dedication to Orwellian practise for it to indicate to 

~ the field offices that they arc not to inform it whether they have copies of the photob@ 
ehh | elie Neg uest: 

  



    

    

"If the Phim f1eld office anathive film, so state.If film in. fiela 
possession at on: time, state date and circunstances of disposition.” (5655): 

     
   

       

   
    

              

   

  

that the WDSU news director provided the same information. What is relevant ‘t9 th 

follows where I will call it to your attention. 

as being arrested ag a #Civil R,ehts" file, 44-225. Other filing for it foll OWS. ne this 
Tht LEOM a 

airtel it appears that 44—225 is "captioned 'HagK LwOM RUBY..." | There appears . it 

  

    

   

movie of Oswald under Ruby's 11/24/63 killing of Oswald. 
on pig ge 4     
  

Page 2 fails to state whether copies were made at HQ or: Portland but dood represent 

  

what would appear to be a long delay, from 1/31 until 3/1 0/64 "for return to J PAE Deyn.” 

~The description of the Martin film matches neither the film nor Martin's 3 repuebenta thee 

es “of ite M Linneapolis ( 5657) is consistent with Portland in masking the brue nature of the. 
“ 

‘movies It is not "of a group of Cubans after Oswald was arrested" but rather is of OSWALD 

  

fad three Vuban's being arrested, witi: many other persons also included. 

  

The elapsed time with the “artin film was a month and 11 days, rather long for the 

 eManination and return of film allegedly of no value. 

While the Commission was informed of l*BI intervievs relat ting to the Doyle fun from 

  

“the records in the Archives it appears that the FBI wi rithhyed ell ‘kmowledge of the Martin 4 

“film from the Commissions EE! 4 Po 

Minneapolis provided an equally misinformative deseri ption of this film en sefsi/63, 

    

   

  

only as "apparently depi. oting§QSWALD' s presence in New Orleans." 

None of the pages of this Serial or any other refer to the naking or not making of 

“any copy of this film cithers



    

Serial 5658 reflects the inconsistency, Syl tneraaeSs and. capriciousness 

    
(it is not unusual in both so-called historical cases for’ ‘this FRE POTA    

  

wdthnold in records processed Later what it had already disclosed. This we: F 

  

     specifics and generics both.) 

    

Page 2 of 5658 refers to the WDSU photographer Johann Rush having provi 

   
    

  

six different frames of his 16 mm movie film. Here the representation is of 

     "OSWALD and a person later identified as CHARIES HALL STUBLE,JRe " The repre 

of mowing untruthfulness >» a8 other attachments show and as I Aatogmed, you ear’    
   
   As I also informed you, Secret Service records place the stapes of indivi 

; photogeephs provided by Rush as oo Tua FBI gave the Warren Commission o:    The initials of case Supervisor Robert P, Gemberling appear on 5659. It be 

      records and most importantly from any Warren Commission records I saw at the Ananiegs . 

a    
  

My own inquiries in New Orleans Leave no doubt that Oswald has other associates in



   
     

  

   

   

    
   
    

his literature operations. My sources includes FBI sourcese I have and have read the FEI's 

reflections of its interviews with those I also interviewed. The FBI's versions do not 

include what 1 was 8 told, which is to say than among their omissions is the foregoing about. . 

ahother person with Oswald on 8/9/63. 
   

(3f this counection | remind you that you have not acted on my appeal relating to the - 

. Gamera not that of Oswald on a leaflet obtained by the New Orleans police on. the 

- occasion of an earlicr Oswald literature operation, at the dock where the carrier Wasp 

was moored, Dumaine Sivssts If you consult the same list I provided you will find shat on 

| the 1/1/69 date of my request above I also made an FOIA request relating to thige “ have 

@ppealed and re~appealed that denial. The information remains withheld as of todays) 

On page 3 of 5659 there is reference to "a third white male" in what Steele, allegedly 

told the FBI. I happen to have interviewed him as well as Jesse Core, mentione: sie tie 

ah this page. It was not merely an unidentified other man, it was another Oswald acec ) 

These two are not the only ones who reported this to me anda I am sure to the FRI hich 

  

Managed not to report it. Core was a regular FBL sourée and he identified the other sup | 

posedly unknown men in the pictures the FBI used. There are still other such reference but: 7H ; , sh Dw of | 3 an important one (xm page 4) states what the FBI's pictures do not cithen/the two “S 

named men doing, "passing out handbills." The covering up of this in the next paregranh 
Lim the ) EHARA prdAL 

; se that the othe: two The these threc are the t OVve,sl both of whom hed ottLeas., 

       in the puidding involved illvens ‘not leafletting. They WL vhseru mg A 

: As I informed you ster, the WDSU Tiims were three separate films when given to the. 

fe ran. The bottom of this page identifies each of these three separately and acai not « even     
indicate that when the FBI received them, which it also dées not state, they had been 

- applied together. Rather than stating that WDSU loaned the FBI the film for copying the 

top of the next pages says that Pan American "made available a duplicate copy" of, all tinge 

in one. Pan American did not have WDSU'ts film, WDSU dide 

These records raise questions about the Dallas index. Does it have a section on 

photographs? Is there a separate filing of them of which I have not been provided with 

copies, what I would assume to be a norm? Or 4 list or inventory? Neither is provided.




